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Abstract
This paper studies economic statistical designs (ESD) for nonparametric con-
trol charts based on the sign and Wilcoxon tests. The main advantage of the
procedures is that, except for the tested location parameter, they do not use
either any parametric distribution for the quality characteristic or any infor-
mation about the possible involved parameters, neither in the in-control nor in
the out-of-control state. This is made possible by minimizing a cost function
specified independently of these quantities. Unlike the ESD for the x chart,
the resulting charts designs are robust to changes of the distributions of the
observations (in control or out of control), provide reliable statistical guaran-
tees when the x chart ESD does not and stay competitive even when the strong
assumptions of the x chart ESD are fully satisfied. These new techniques can
therefore be applied to a definitely wider class of problems and their designs
may stay constant over time without losing performance.
Keywords: Control charts, Economic statistical design, Nonparametric
statistics, Quality control, Sign test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
1. Introduction
It is often critical to control and improve the quality of the products and
processes of a company. Indeed, the choice of a consumer for one commodity or
another is more and more influenced by the quality of the competing goods [1].
Quality control and quality improvement have thus become major concerns for
the companies, as they constitute key factors to success.
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Control charts [1] offer an elegant way to control whether a process operates
under normal predefined conditions or not. More specifically, these charts con-
trol the evolution of a variable, called the quality characteristic, whose value is
observed from the process output at successive time steps. These observations
are used to determine whether the process operates normally or not. Control
charts can be divided into two categories: the parametric and the nonparametric
charts. The parametric control charts make strong probabilistic assumptions on
the variable that they control. These charts generally assume that the variable
under control follows a predefined distribution, e.g., a normal distribution [1].
The nonparametric control charts [2], on the other hand, make weaker assump-
tions. For instance, they may only assume that the distribution of the quality
characteristic is symmetric. Parametric control charts usually offer a better
control of the process when the distribution of the variable is the one that was
assumed by the chart. However, when the variable follows a different distri-
bution, the performance of the parametric chart may deteriorate dramatically.
Because of their weaker assumptions, nonparametric charts are more robust
than their parametric counterparts to changes in the distribution, but this ro-
bustness is achieved at the expense of the performance when the distribution
is perfectly known [2]. The efficiency of a control chart is thus conditioned by
how well the real distribution of the variable under control fits the probabilistic
assumptions of the chart. Choosing a control chart that fits the distribution
of the variable is thus of utmost importance in order to efficiently control the
process. The difficulty in choosing the type of control chart that is going to be
used for an application follows from the lack of information that, most of the
time, affects any process to control.
Besides their type (parametric or nonparametric), there exist a few other
parameters that are common to all control charts, and whose values must be
determined in order to implement the chart in practice. In the earliest times,
the parameters were chosen based on some heuristics that were known to per-
form acceptably well in practice [3]. Later on, more sophisticated methods were
designed to choose the good parameter values. These approaches are referred
to as statistical design [4] and economic design [5]. These methods find values
of the parameters in such a way that some statistical or cost guarantees are
ensured, respectively. A more recent approach, called economic statistical de-
sign (ESD) [6], combines both ideas in a single approach. ESD allows to find
design parameters for a given control chart that minimize the expected cost of
operating the process, while imposing statistical constraints on the ability of
the chart to detect deviations of the quality characteristic from its parameter
under study (for example, its mean).
When a control chart is needed for a given application, the type of the con-
trol chart must first be chosen according to the available a priori knowledge.
However, this knowledge may be scarce, incomplete, or wrong. In that case,
choosing an inappropriate parametric control chart might result in very poor
control performance. For this reason, when the available a priori knowledge
is deemed unreliable, it is sometimes preferable to use nonparametric charts
instead of parametric ones. This work focuses on the study of the economic
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statistical design of nonparametric control charts with an application to a stan-
dard delivery chain process. We propose a method to use ESD together with
nonparametric charts, and then perform experiments to compare the parametric
and nonparametric economic statistical designs. We show promising results in
comparison with the traditional parametric approach. To our knowledge, this
is the first time that ESD is applied to nonparametric charts.
Note that Li et al. [7] recently made a first attempt to combine nonpara-
metric ideas together with a minimized cost function to detect abrupt shifts in
location. Their method however uses an economic (not statistical) design for a
chart based on a specific nonparametric (sign-like) test and assumes the same
shape of the distributions (i.e., IC and OC distributions, see Section 2) of the
quality characteristic.
2. Preliminaries
As mentioned before, the desired output of a process should, in general, be
stable. However, it is foolish to imagine that any process can be indefinitely sta-
ble. The consequence of the variability is that a quality characteristic measured
from a process output is actually a random variable whose realizations lie around
a target value. This random variable follows some probability distribution that
is, in most cases, unknown. Therefore, the simplest way to characterize the
process variability is to use a mean and a standard deviation, where the mean
is generally the desired target value.
There exist mainly two types of variations that can affect a given process [3]:
‘chance causes’ and ‘assignable causes’. Chance causes designate the natural
variability that affects any process, and that will always be present. Because
these causes are part of any process, we say that a process is in the statistical
control state, or ‘in-control’ (IC), when it is only affected by chance causes.
When the process is in-control, the IC mean and the IC standard deviation of
the quality characteristic are denoted µic and σic, respectively. On the other
hand, assignable causes usually induce an intolerable level of variation that
deteriorates process performance to an unacceptable level. When assignable
causes impact the variability of a process, we say that the process is in an ‘out-
of-control’ (OC) state. An assignable cause can affect the process in several
ways. But, in this work, we only consider assignable causes that induce upward
changes in the mean of the quality characteristic distribution, i.e., µoc > µic
and σoc = σic, where µoc and σoc represent the OC mean and OC standard
deviation, respectively. Moreover, we consider the simplest case of stationary
and uncorrelated data.
Control charts [1] are statistical tools that are used to determine whether
a process is under control or not by regularly checking the value of a qual-
ity characteristic. In order to do so, the control chart requires that one mea-
sures the value xij of the quality characteristic a certain number n of times at
given time steps (i = 1, 2, . . .) separated by h time units. From each sample
xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xin), a ‘statistic’ yi = fC(xi), which is a function of a set of
realizations of the quality characteristic, is computed and then plotted on the
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control chart versus the corresponding sample number or versus time. The evo-
lution of the statistic over time permits to check whether the process operates
under acceptable conditions or not. More specifically, if the statistic computed
at a given moment is larger than a chosen threshold, called the upper control
limit (UCL), then the process is declared out-of-control.
The behavior of a control chart is controlled by three main parameters whose
values must be carefully chosen in order to maximize its performance. These
parameters are the sample size n, the sampling interval h, and the position of
the upper control limit UCL. Each parameter influences differently the behavior
of the chart. For example, the larger the sample size, the easier it is to detect
small deviations.
The efficiency of control charts can be analyzed in terms of type I and type
II errors, denoted α and β, respectively. The concept of average run length
(ARL) is also often used as a performance measure for control charts. The
ARL represents the average number of samples after which a signal is raised by
the control chart. The in-control ARL is computed according to ARLic =
1
α ,
while the out-of-control ARL is given by ARLoc =
1
1−β . The in-control ARL
represents the average number of samples before a false alarm, while the out-
of-control ARL corresponds to the average number of samples before a signal
is raised when the process is out-of-control. A good control chart design will
maximize ARLic, while minimizing ARLoc.
3. Parametric and nonparametric control charts
3.1. The x chart
The ‘x control chart’ is a parametric control chart that is traditionally used
to control the mean of a process. It assumes that the quality characteristic
follows a normal distribution with mean µic and standard deviation σic in the in-
control state. When the process is out-of-control, the distribution of the quality
characteristic is still assumed to be a normal distribution but with parameters
µoc and σoc. Let (xi1, xi2, . . . , xin) be the ith sample of size n, then the statistic
is computed according to
yi = fC (xi) = xi =
xi1 + xi2 + . . .+ xin
n
. (1)
The type I and type II error probabilities can be computed (thanks to the


































3.1.1. The SN chart
The ‘SN chart’ is a nonparametric chart based on the sign test [8]. This test
can be used to check statistical hypotheses about any quantile, and in particular
the median, of any continuous distribution1 [9]. This test has a large variety of
applications since it may be applied even if the distribution is not symmetric.
In the case of the median, the statistic of the SN chart is computed as follows
yi = fC (xi) = SNθici =
n∑
j=1
sign (xij − θic) , (4)
where θic is the in-control median of the quality characteristic, and sign(·) is the
sign function that returns -1, 0, or 1, when its argument is stricly less, equal, or
greater than 0, respectively.
There exists a relationship between the sign statistic SNθici and the ‘tradi-
tional’ sign statistic defined by Kθici =
∑n
j=1 1R+0
(xij − θic), where 1R+0 (·) is
an indicator function that returns 1 if its argument is strictly positive, and 0
otherwise. The SNθici and K
θic
i statistics obey the following linear relation
2Kθici = SN
θic
i + n, (5)
which permits to compute the distribution of SNθici from that of K
θic
i . When
the process is in-control, the statistic Kθici is distributed according to a binomial















[z| IC] represents the probability of Kθici being equal to z when the
process is in-control.
When the process is in-control, the distribution of the statistic SNθici to




























2 ) , (7)
whith Equation (7) valid as long as both n and z have the same parity. Note that,
due to the definition of SN, the distribution (7) is valid for any statistic SNθ
′
i as
long as the median of the distribution of the observations xij is θ
′. In particular,
this is true for θoc when the process is out-of-control such that PSNθici
[z| IC] =
PSNθoci
[z|OC]. Furthermore, note that this distribution is correct as long as the
1More specifically, the sign test requires the continuity in the assumed median only.
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probability of having a xij being exactly equal to the median is null. In theory,
this is a valid assumption for continuous distributions, but it might not be true
in practical applications. In that case, some workarounds need to be found to
ensure that the distribution is still valid [8].
The type I error probability of the sign statistic SNθici for a given control









[z| IC] , (8)
where the sum is done over all z that have the same parity as n. The type II
error probability is unfortunately a bit more complicated to compute. More on
this matter can be found in Section 5.
3.1.2. The SR chart
The ‘SR chart’ is a nonparametric chart based on the so-called Wilcoxon
signed-rank statistic and is used to detect drifts of a given location parameter,
for instance the median, from its in-control value [8]. Unlike the SN chart, SR
charts require that the distribution of the quality characteristic be symmetric.
When we are interested in controlling the deviations of the median of the
quality characteristic from its IC value θic, the statistic of the SR chart [2] is
given by
yi = fC (xi) = SRθici =
n∑
j=1
sign (xij − θic)Rij , (9)
whereRij is the rank of xij−θic when the set (|xi1 − θic|, |xi1 − θic|, . . . , |xin − θic|)
is sorted in ascending order. Similarly to the SN chart, all xij are assumed to
be different from the median θic.











When the process is in-control, the statistic Wθici is distributed according to a





[z| IC] = un(z)
2n
, (11)
where un(z) represents the number of vectors c composed of zeros and ones such
that the dot product of c with the vector composed of the integers {1, . . . , n}
is equal to z [8, 10]. The value of un(z) can be obtained through the recursive
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formula
un(z) = un−1(z − n) + un−1(z), (12)
which can be initialized for n = 2 with u2(0) = u2(1) = u2(2) = u2(3) = 1.
In the end, the probability distribution of SRθici can be found from that















∣∣∣∣ IC] . (13)
Note that, due to the definition of the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic, the dis-
tribution (13) is valid for any SRθ
′
i as long as the median of the symmetric
distribution of the observations xij is θ
′. In particular, this is true for θoc when




[z| IC] = PSRθoci [z|OC].









[z| IC] , (14)
where the sum is taken over the z having the same parity as n(n+1)2 . The type II
error probability is slightly more complicated to compute. We refer the reader
to Section 5 for more information on this issue.
4. Economic statistical design of control charts
In order to implement a control chart, one must determine the values of a
certain number of parameters: the sample size n, the sampling interval h, and
the value k (or UCL) of the upper control limit. A meaningful solution to this
matter is usually impossible to find without additional information about the
distribution of the quality characteristic (e.g., its shape), as well as economic in-
formation about the process itself [1]. We now describe the economic statistical
design [6] method that is used to find optimal values for the design parameters
of a control chart. The ‘economic statistical design’ (ESD) [6] method that we
present combines the ideas of economic [5] and statistical [4] design in a single
method. More specifically, economic statistical design consists in minimizing
the expected operating cost per time unit, as in economic design, subject to
additional statistical constraints, as in statistical design.
4.1. Expected cost of operating the process
The economic statistical design method consists in finding the values of the
chart parameters (k, n, h) such that the expected cost of operating the process is
minimized and that statistical guarantees are ensured. We describe here the cost
model developed by Duncan [5]. Other cost functions have later been imagined
but are not covered here (see, e.g., the survey papers of [11] and [12]).
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Figure 1: Expected cycle time Texp(k, n, h) and its components for the economic design of
control charts.
The expected cost of operating the process per time unit, which ESD tries to
minimize, is obtained by dividing the expected cost of a cycle Qexp(k, n, h) by
the expected cycle time Texp(k, n, h). In this context, a cycle is defined by four
periods of time, which are: (1) the in-control period, (2) the time to signal the
assignable cause, (3) the time to take and examine a sample, and (4) the time to
identify and correct the assignable cause. The different periods are illustrated
in Figure 1.
When the process is first assumed to be in-control, the expected cycle time
Texp(k, n, h) is composed of four components.
1. The mean time before an assignable cause occurs. The assignable causes
are assumed to follow a Poisson process, and the time difference between
two causes thus follows an exponential distribution of mean 1λ , the mean
time before an assignable cause is thus 1λ .
2. The adjusted average time to signal (AATS) [13] is the expected amount
of time between the occurrence of an assignable cause and a signal raised
by the control chart. It is composed of two components:
(a) the expected time between the occurrence of an assignable cause
and the next sample, which is given by h − τ(h), where τ(h) =
1−exp(−λh)(1+λh)
λ(1−exp(−λh)) is the average amount of time after which an assignable
cause occurs given that it occurs between samples j and j + 1;
(b) the expected amount of time, from the first sample after the occur-
rence of the cause, required by the chart to signal an out-of-control
state, which is given by h (ARLoc(k, n, h)− 1) where ARLoc(k, n, h) =
1
1−β(k,n,h) .
3. The expected time to take a sample of n measurements and to interpret
the results. The expected time to take and analyze one observation is
denoted E, and the total expected time for the entirety of a sample of size
n is thus nE.
4. The expected time to identify and correct the assignable cause, denoted
by T .
In the end, the expected cycle time is given by
Texp(k, n, h) =
1
λ
− τ(h) + h
1− β(k, n, h) + nE + T. (15)
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In order to compute the expected cost per time unit, we still need to define
the expected cost Qexp(k, n, h) of a cycle, which is composed of three terms:
1. The expected cost of operating the process, when it is both in-control and
out-of-control. This cost is given by C0λ +C1 (hARLoc(k, n, h)− τ(h) + nE + T ),
where C0 represents the cost per time unit when the process is in-control,
and C1 denotes the cost per unit of time when the process is out-of-control.
2. The expected cost of investigating both true and false alarms. This cost is
given by Wα(k, n, h) exp(−λh)1−exp(−λh) + Y , where W is the cost of investigating
false alarms, α(k, n, h) is the type I error probability, and Y is the cost of
investigating a true alarm and repairing the process.
3. The expected cost of sampling per cycle. This cost is given by
S
h






− τ(h) + h
1− β(k, n, h) + nE + T
)
,
where S denotes the sampling cost per sample.
When all the terms are put together, the expected cost of a cycle is given by
Qexp(k, n, h) =
C0
λ
+ C1 (hARLoc(k, n, h)− τ(h) + nE + T )
+Wα(k, n, h)
exp (−λh)







− τ(h) + h




Economic statistical design also includes some statistical guarantees on the
in-control and out-of-control ARL. More specifically, these guarantees ensure
that the in-control ARL is lower bounded by some value, say Lic, and that,
similarly, the out-of-control ARL is upper bounded by Loc. In mathematical
terms, these conditions are
ARLic(k, n, h) ≥ Lic, (17)
ARLoc(k, n, h) ≤ Loc, (18)
and, equivalently,
α(k, n, h) ≤ α0 = 1
Lic
, (19)
β(k, n, h) ≤ β0 = 1− 1
Loc
. (20)
This last formulation highlights the fact that these inequalities usually de-
pend on the (assumed IC and OC) distributions of the quality characteristic.
One must thus be careful when using such design criteria because a mistake in
these distributions may have a great impact on the performance of the chart.
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4.3. Economic statistical design model
ESD consists now in finding the values (k∗, n∗, h∗) of the parameters that
minimize the expected cost per time unit subject to the above statistical con-
straints. This can be done by formulating an optimization problem:





subject to h > nE,
α(k, n, h) ≤ α0,
β(k, n, h) ≤ β0,
k > 0,
n ∈ N+0 , h > 0,
where the constraint h > nE is added to make sure that the sampling interval
is not shorter than the amount of time needed to actually take and analyze a
sample.
This optimization problem is rather hard to solve because it is both non-
linear and mixed-integer. We cannot expect to always find the infimum of the
function. However, a local minimum suffices in general. The advantage of eco-
nomic statistical design is that its solution is actually a minimal cost solution
for which statistical constraints are enforced. ESD is thus a method that yields
values of the parameters k, n, and h that are generally more robust than the
values obtained with other methods.
5. Economic statistical design of nonparametric control charts
This section focuses on the description of the economic statistical design
(ESD) of nonparametric control charts, which is the main contribution of this
paper. Combining ESD and an arbitrary control chart is not difficult. It suf-
fices to use, in the ESD problem formulation described in (21), the functions
α(k, n, h) and β(k, n, h) computing the type I and type II error probabilities for
the considered chart. The main difficulty consists in determining α and β2.
We describe now the simple approach that we use to combine economic
statistical design and nonparametric charts. The two nonparametric charts that
we consider in this work share the same limitation: it is difficult, or maybe even
not possible, to find exact expressions for both α and β. Indeed, the available in-
control and out-of-control distributions characterize different random variables,
computed with different parameters of the distribution. We show in this section
how we get round that difficulty. More specifically, we compute explicitly α
and we use the variable bounds to show that β can be upper bounded by a
2Note that the dependency of α(k, n, h) and β(k, n, h) on the parameters of the chart is
made implicit here by simply writing α and β.
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function of α. Note that the opposite, i.e., computing exactly the value of β
and bounding α, is possible as well.
5.1. Type II error probability for the SN chart
In the case of the SN chart, the type I error probability for a given control








[z| IC] , (22)










where SNθici is the statistic computed with in-control median θic. Unfortunately,




[z|OC] is unknown, and there is, to
our knowledge, no way to characterize it. This renders Equation (23) impossible
to use, and other solutions have to be found to compute the β corresponding to
control limit k′.
The workaround that we propose in this work to compute the type II error
probability is to use the out-of-control distribution of the statistic SNθoci . This















2 ) , (24)
which is analogous to the in-control probability distribution (7). Using the
distribution (24), the type II error probability can be computed for a given






The difference between Equations (23) and (25) is that the distribution in
Equation (25) is known and can be computed. The problem with using the
latter equation is that it is defined for a random variable, namely SNθoci , that
is different from the one used in Equation (22), namely SNθici . Because the
random variables are different in both equations, a control limit for SNθici does
not correspond to the same control limit for SNθoci . In other words, a single
control limit cannot be used for both Equations (22) and (25).
Assuming that both IC and OC distributions are continuous, it is easy to
prove (details of the proof available in [14]) that SNθoci ≤ SNθici and that, con-







[z|OC], we can subsequently prove that
β(k′, n′, h′) ≤ 1− α(k′, n′, h′), (26)
for a given control limit k′ and arbitrary values of n′ and h′.
Although we cannot compute the value of β exactly for a given control limit,
Equation (26) indicates that it is possible to upper bound it by 1−α. The bound
is quite loose, and tighter bounds would, of course, be preferable. However, this
bound is enough to be used within economic statistical design. Indeed, with
this bound, we can replace the inequality β(k, n, h) ≤ β0 of Problem (21) by
β(k, n, h) ≤ 1 − α(k, n, h) ≤ β0, thus reducing it simply to 1 − α(k, n, h) ≤ β0.
Although the use of the bound implies that the problem is not exactly equal
to the one defined by ESD, using this bound allows to solve an approximate
version of ESD with guarantees on the type II error probability.
Note that, if the type II error is deemed more important than the type
I error, we can still compute its exact probability and bound the value of α
instead, but this requires to use the statistic SNθoci instead of SN
θic
i to perform
the tests. Actually, this amounts to creating an ‘inverse’ statistical hypothesis
test with a null hypothesis being: ‘the process is out-of-control’.
5.2. Type II error probability for the SR chart
Similarly to the SN chart, the known in-control and out-of-control distri-
butions of the SR chart characterize different statistics, which are computed
differently. For the same reasons, it is not possible to find a single control limit
for both α and β depending on the known distributions. However, the proce-
dure that we applied for the SN chart can be used for the SR chart as well, to
provide upper bounds on β. Applying the same procedure (details of the proof









[z| IC] , (27)
β ≤ 1− α, (28)
where k is the control limit. Note that the bound (28) is valid as long as both
IC and OC distributions are symmetric.
This bound on the type II error probability can then be used as in the SN case
to implement the ESD for the SR chart. Again, the problem is not exactly equal
to the original ESD, but this formulation allows to solve an approximate version
through which statistical guarantees are given on the type II error probability
of the chart.
6. Experiments
This work focuses on comparing parametric and nonparametric economic
statistical designs. This comparison is made by simulating a delivery chain
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process and by implementing different control charts to control that process.
The simulated operating costs, false positives and false negatives rates then
allow to fairly compare the parametric and nonparametric charts in different
situations. In order to do so, we adopt the following experimental framework.
Note that this work focuses on three different charts, one parametric and two
nonparametric charts: the famous x chart, and the SN and SR charts.
6.1. Step 1: the distribution of the quality characteristic
The point in using nonparametric charts is to render the whole procedure
independent of the type of the distribution of the quality characteristic. We thus
have to consider quality characteristics distributed according to different distri-
butions. Besides the normal distribution (parameters: µ ∈ R, σ ∈ (0; +∞)), we
focus on the Cauchy (parameters: θ ∈ R, γ ∈ (0; +∞)) and double exponential
(parameters: µ ∈ R, b ∈ (0; +∞)) distributions. The Cauchy and double expo-
nential distributions have been selected because prior work showed that these
distributions (especially the heavy tailed distributions) are good candidates to
fault the x chart on non-normal distributions [see, e.g., 15, 16].
In our experiments, we work with so-called ‘experimental configurations’. An
experimental configuration is composed of a distribution type and two sets of
parameters that characterize the IC and OC distributions of the quality charac-
teristic. The complete set of experimental configurations is reported in Table 1.
For each distribution type, the experimental configurations are numbered to
be referred to more easily. For example, for the normal distribution, experi-
mental configuration # 14 corresponds to a quality characteristic following a
normal distribution in IC and OC states with parameters (µic = 10, σic = 4)
and (µoc = 17.5, σoc = 4), respectively.
6.2. Step 2: characteristics of the distribution
As mentioned earlier, some characteristics of the distribution such as the
mean, the standard deviation, and the median, are required in order to im-
plement the control charts. Assuming perfect knowledge, these values can be
computed directly from the parameters of the distributions. We assume perfect
knowledge for the normal and double exponential distributions.
In the case of the Cauchy distribution, it is not possible to theoretically com-
pute these characteristics. Indeed, the mean and the standard deviation of the
Cauchy distribution are not defined. However, the x chart still requires a mean
and a standard deviation in order to compute the type I and type II error prob-
abilities. As a result, and even if the characteristics do not exist, we estimate
these values through the traditional phase I method, using m = 25 samples of
size n = 5, as usual [1]. Note that the OC mean and standard deviation are
computed through the same phase I approach with samples generated from the
OC distribution.
As a reminder, the phase I method consists in collecting a certain number m
of samples, each containing n measures of the quality characteristic. Estimates
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Table 1: Description of the experimental configurations for the normal, the Cauchy, and the
double exponential distributions.
samples at hand, the estimates µ˜ of the mean, σ˜ of the standard deviation, and
θ˜ of the median are computed with the following formulae
µ˜ =
x1 + . . .+ xm
m
, with xi =


















))−1 , with si =
√∑n
j=1 (xij − xi)2
n− 1 ,
θ˜ =




, with θ′i = median (xi1, . . . , xin) .
For the Cauchy distribution, since the mean and standard deviation are
approximated, we estimate the median as well, in order to honestly compare
the parametric and the nonparametric charts. Indeed, it would have been unfair
to compare a chart using estimated values with another chart using theoretical
values.
14
λ = 0.003 C0 = 3, 150 C1 = 29, 637
W = 250 Y = 10, 375 S = 10
E = 0.23 T = 0.62
Table 2: Parameters of the delivery chain process.
6.3. Step 3: creating the ESD problem
Creating the ESD problem is very easy once the chart is chosen. Indeed, it
suffices to introduce the α(k, n, h) and β(k, n, h) functions of the chosen control
chart into Problem (21), and to give specific values to the parameters describing
the cost model. We consider the problem studied by [13]. They focus on the
control of a delivery chain process. We use the set of values presented in their
paper. This set is reported in Table 2.
Note that, for optimization purposes, we added bounds on the values that
k, n, and h can take. For example, the maximal value of n is 50. And the
maximal value of h is 30. As for the value of the control limit k, the maximum
value that we allow depends on the control chart. Adding these bounds on
the parameters make the problem much easier to solve. This is due to the
optimization mechanisms of the genetic algorithms that are used to optimize
the cost function (see Step 4).
We set the values of α0 and β0 to 0.1 and 0.99, respectively. These large
values have been chosen to make the problem easy to solve. Indeed, due to the
combinatorial nature of the problem, setting aggressive statistical constraints
might prevent the optimization algorithm from finding a solution. In this first
study, we avoid such issues by choosing large values for α0 and β0. Furthermore,
note that, because of the way the type II error probability is computed for the
nonparametric charts, the following relation must hold: β0 ≥ 1− α0.
6.4. Step 4: solving the ESD problem
Problem (21) is a mixed-integer nonlinear problem. Solving such problems
is not easy, and we must resort to special optimization techniques. This prob-
lem is solved with genetic algorithms whose description is omitted here. For a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms of genetic algorithms in the context of
economic statistical design, see, for example, [13]. We set the population size
to 2,000 and the maximum number of generations to 1,000. Other stopping
criteria are also utilized by the genetic algorithms to stop the optimization be-
fore the number of generations is exhausted. For instance, one of these criteria
is to stop the optimization algorithm if no improvement has been observed in
the objective function after a certain number of generations. Because of the
additional stopping criteria, the optimizations finished quite quickly in general
and most of the runs did not reach 1,000 generations.
Once the optimization terminates, the optimal values (k∗, n∗, h∗) of the pa-
rameters are collected to implement the control chart. Recall that these optimal
values are most likely locally optimal, since the genetic algorithms have no guar-
antee to find the infimum of the function. Note that, in some rare cases, the
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optimization did not find any feasible solution. This will be indicated in the
results. In that situation, we will use the values (k, n, h) that minimize the cost
function even if the solution is not feasible, i.e., does not satisfy all constraints
of the problem.
6.5. Step 5: control chart implementation
The locally optimal values (k∗, n∗, h∗) of the parameters can now be used,
together with other information about the distribution, to implement the con-
trol chart. In the case of the x chart, no additional information is required. In
the case of the nonparametric charts, we must provide the control chart with
the median of the distribution of the quality characteristic. This has either
been computed theoretically from the parameters of the distribution (normal
and double exponential), or estimated through phase I estimation (Cauchy dis-
tribution, see Step 2).
6.6. Step 6: performing the experiments
Once the control chart is implemented, we simulate the delivery chain pro-
cess with delivery times distributed according to the chosen distributions (ex-
perimental configurations). The arrival times of the assignable causes are drawn
from an exponential distribution with parameter λ = 0.003. The problem first
starts in-control, and we randomly generate the time of occurrence of the first
assignable cause before the first in-control sample is taken. This time indicates
after how long the process will go out-of-control. Before the state switches to
out-of-control, all the samples are drawn from the IC distribution corresponding
to the experimental configuration that we selected. For each sample, the tradi-
tional procedure is applied: first compute the statistic, and then compare the
statistic to the control limit. If the computed statistic falls outside the limits,
an out-of-control signal is raised. Of course, this corresponds to a false alarm,
since the process is in-control.
After a certain amount of time, the switch occurs and the process goes out-
of-control. In this state, the procedure is the same, except that the sample is
drawn from the chosen OC distribution. Here, the number of false negatives
corresponds to the number of samples between the first sample after the process
went out-of-control and the sample at which the chart gives an OC signal. After
the OC signal, the process takes some time to be repaired and then returns to
the in-control state. The procedure then starts all over again.
A time horizon is fixed to avoid running the process for ever. This time hori-
zon corresponds to 10,000 time units. The number of samples is given by 10,000h∗ .
Once the time horizon is exhausted, the experimental run terminates and results
about the states, false and true alarms are collected in order to evaluate how
well the chart performed for that particular experimental configuration. This
simulation procedure is applied repeatedly 1, 000 times for each experimental
configuration in order to later average the results obtained on each single run.
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6.7. Step 7: analyzing the experimental results
Our analysis of the experiments is mostly focused on the cost of operating
the process, and on the observed type I and type II errors. Each of these three
elements is computed for a given experimental run, and then averaged over all
the runs (1,000) corresponding to the same experimental configuration, i.e., the
same IC and OC distributions.
The cost is computed as follows. First, the total amount of time that the
process is in-control and out-of-control is computed, and multiplied by the cost
of operating the process when it is in-control and out-of-control, respectively.
The total sampling cost is computed by multiplying the sampling cost per time
unit by the time horizon. Finally, the cost of false and true alarms is added
depending on how many times the chart raised them. The total cost computed
in that way is finally divided by the time horizon to obtain the cost per time
unit.
The frequency of occurrence of false (resp. true) alarms can be easily com-
puted by taking the ratio of the number of false (resp. true) alarms by the
number of states for which the process was in-control (resp. out-of-control).
7. Results discussion
In this section, we briefly analyze the experimental results. The entirety
of the results is available in Appendix A, but some of them are summarized
graphically in the following figures.
Figures 2 to 4 illustrate the simulation results for each distribution and each
experimental configuration (see Table 1). In these figures, three performance
measures are reported: the average cost per time unit observed during the
simulations, and the frequency of occurrence, observed during the simulations,
of false positives (false alarms) and false negatives.
7.1. Analysis of the experimental results
The first remark that can be made from the results tables, which can be
found in Appendix A, is that the optimal values of the design parameters k, n,
and h of the nonparametric charts do not depend neither on the distribution
type, nor on its parameters. This is not the case for the x charts for which
these parameters depend on the normality assumption both in the in-control
and out-of-control states. They also depend on additional parameters: first, the
variance (usually estimated with phase I) of the data which is (most of the time)
assumed to be the same in both states and second, the shift (the difference of
means between the two states) that is not easy to determine in practice (can be
different according to time, situations. . . ).
The results tables also show that there exist some discrepancies between the
expected results and the results obtained through the simulations. There are
essentially three causes for this. First, the statistical guarantees offered by the
economic statistical design do not hold anymore when the distribution of the
quality characteristic violates the assumptions of the chart. This is the case for
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the x chart used on non-normal distributions (when asymptotic approximations
are not valid), and for the SR chart used on non-symmetric distributions3. In
addition, the design of the x chart is computed assuming in the out-of-control
state exactly the same distribution shape as in the in-control state. It is only
shifted by a location parameter that has to be provided. It turns out that
these strong assumptions on the shift and on the out-of-control distribution
may lead to errors in the optimization procedure. On the other hand, the SN
chart behaves as expected on all distributions, since the SN chart does not make
any assumption about the distribution of the quality characteristic (except for
the continuity of the distribution).
The second source of errors arises from the phase I parameter estimation
(only used for the Cauchy distribution here). All charts are affected by this
type of errors, although nonparametric charts tend to be less sensitive because
only their median is estimated through phase I. These parameters are however
central in the optimized designs and the simulations for the parametric charts.
This implies that an error in the estimated parameters will generally have a
great impact on the performance of the parametric charts; in this framework,
it is worth mentioning the case where σoc 6= σic (even if both IC and OC
distributions are normal). Indeed, most of the time in practice, the phase I is
only achieved in the in-control state and the σoc is assumed to be equal to σic.
Third, it is also worth noting that the expected operational cost found for the
nonparametric ESD does not coincide with the simulated operational cost. The
ESD expected cost is indeed based on an upper bounded β in the nonparametric
case. Consequently, the nonparametric expected cost corresponds to an upper
bound on the real operational cost (the same cost using the obtained parameters
but with the true β) and does thus not match the operational cost observed
during the simulations. In the experiments, the simulated cost is always smaller
than the expected cost.
Diving a bit more into the details, the tables show that the results, for all
charts, deteriorate when the variabilities increase and when the OC distribution
gets closer to the IC distribution. Moreover, in the case of the normal and dou-
ble exponential distributions, the nonparametric charts yield a lower FN rate,
while the FP rate increases due to the small values of k∗. If we take a closer
look at the simulated operating costs in the case of the normal distribution, we
see that the costs obtained with the nonparametric ESD and the bounded β are
close to those obtained by the x chart that uses the real β. These are surpris-
ingly good results that show that the nonparametric charts remain competitive
compared to the expected winner (the x chart used on normal distributions).
For the other distributions, the parametric and nonparametric costs are always
close to each other (sometimes better, sometimes worse), except in the case
of the Cauchy distribution where the x chart becomes very expensive in the
complicated situations (large scale parameter).
3Note that all distributions used in our experiments are symmetric.
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7.2. General comments about the proposed approach
Overall, the experimental results indicate that all charts behave more or
less similarly in terms of operating costs. In the Cauchy distribution however,
certain configurations (especially the configurations with a large scale param-
eter and a small difference between the in-control and out-of-control location
parameters) are much more costly for the x chart than for the nonparametric
charts. In addition, it is important to mention that the operating costs highly
depend on the parameters of the cost model. It ensues that decreasing the cost
parameters of Equation (16), e.g., W , C1, S, will reduce the operating costs for
all charts applied on all distributions, but not in the same proportions. In par-
ticular, in some situations, changing one parameter can decrease the operating
costs of the nonparametric charts below the operating costs of the parametric
chart (e.g., decreasing W in the Cauchy case where the parametric chart has
a lot of false positives, or decreasing C1 and S in the double exponential case
where the parametric chart has a lot of false negatives). Note that the con-
verse may be true as well. In any case, in situations where the costs are very
important, it may be wise to use nonparametric charts with proper statistical
bounds to ensure some guarantees on the operating costs. For instance, if W (in
Equation (16)) is very high and false positives thus really matter, it is good to
use our framework since the statistical guarantees of the nonparametric charts
ensure that there will be no surprise regarding the operating costs whatever the
real IC distribution is. The opposite is not true since parametric charts do not
have such guarantees.
A clear advantage of nonparametric charts is that the number of situations in
which the expected values of α and β given by the model match the experimental
results is larger than for parametric charts. More precisely, the false positive and
negative rates being a main concern, using nonparametric charts is a wise choice,
since parametric charts do not guarantee, in general, false positives nor false
negatives rates. We illustrate this with an experiment where the IC distribution
is different from the OC distribution. More specifically, we focus here on the
situation where the IC distribution is normal and the OC distribution is a shifted
exponential (λoc is the parameter of the exponential and δoc is the upward shift).
The ESD is carried out with the assumption that the IC and OC means are
known and that the standard deviation is the same in and out of control. These
choices are often made in practice and they impact the ESD of the x chart, but
they do not influence the design of the nonparametric charts. Table 3 reports
the experimental operational costs obtained with the three designs when the
parameters of the OC distribution (λoc and δoc) vary. The results show that
there are situations in which using the x chart becomes very expensive, while
the operating costs of the nonparametric charts remain constant. In general,
the parametric chart does not suffer too much from its wrong assumptions when
the shift of the exponential (δoc) is large, i.e., the parametric chart is good in the
easy case. On the other hand, when the problem becomes more complicated,
i.e., when the shift is rather small, the parametric chart behaves very badly,
independently of the other parameter of the OC distribution. It is not the case
for the nonparametric charts that are not influenced by the parameters of the
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IC: Normal OC: expo. Experimental operational costs
µic σic λoc δoc x SN SR
10 2 0.1 10 3,302.6 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.1 12 3,295.1 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.1 15 3,285.0 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.1 20 3,272.1 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.2 10 3,300.3 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.2 12 3,304.3 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.2 15 3,279.6 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.2 20 3,269.1 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.5 10 3,367.4 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.5 12 3,292.1 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.5 15 3,274.1 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 0.5 20 3,270.7 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 1 10 3,581.0 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 1 12 3,307.5 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 1 15 3,277.5 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 1 20 3,270.7 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 2 10 8,539.6 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 2 12 3,326.5 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 2 15 3,279.6 3,293.7 3,321.9
10 2 2 20 3,270.1 3,293.7 3,321.9
Table 3: Additional experiments with an IC normal distribution (µic, σic) and an OC shifted
exponential distribution (λoc is the parameter of the exponential and δoc is the upward shift).
This table reports the experimental operational costs for all charts and the considered param-
eters configurations.
distributions and exhibit a very low operational cost in all situations. This again
shows the superiority of the nonparametric charts over the x chart when the
problem is subject to uncertainty. The full experimental results are reported
in Appendix A (see Tables A.13-A.15).
A very important aspect of the nonparametric ESD is that a single set of
optimal design parameters (k∗, n∗, h∗) can cope with all possible distributions
(that respect the assumptions made by the chart). The robustness of the non-
parametric ESD is clearly a strong advantage of the proposed method over
traditional parametric designs. In practice indeed, the parametric hypothesis
on the IC distribution (normality in the case of the x chart) is not necessarily
clear and in addition, changes in this distribution (for the same IC location
parameter) are not easily detected. These problems may lead to completely
unadapted design parameters. In the nonparametric framework however, the
design parameters stay the same whatever the nature or the changes of the IC
distribution (if the -weak- assumptions of the charts are fulfilled).
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Another advantage of the bounded β approach that we propose is that the
statistical constraints as well as the design parameters remain valid for any OC
distribution as well (as long as it is continuous in the case of the SN chart,
and continuous and symmetric in the case of the SR chart). Here also, the OC
distribution and its parameters may change over time without impacting the
results. In particular, a desirable property is that also the location parameter
(and therefore the shift) of the OC distribution may change. Of course, in the
case of the x chart, any change in the OC distribution can have an unpredictable
(possibly huge) impact on the performance of the chart.
Considering back the x chart now, the comparison between the parametric
and nonparametric ESD highlights an interesting aspect: the x chart faces a
more comfortable situation than the nonparametric charts. Indeed, in the x
chart, the IC and OC distributions are assumed to be known (possibly up to
some parameters), which allows calculating the type II error. We decided to
forbid nonparametric charts from using any distribution or any parameter; this
led to bound β.
However, we could have decided to introduce one known (or estimable) pa-
rameter for the OC distribution. For example, we could have assumed a known
probability P [xij > θic] for all ij, where xij denotes the j
th random variable of
the ith sample. This would have been sufficient to fully know the OC distribution
of SNθici (again without assuming any OC distribution for the observations, un-
like the x chart) and legitimate in comparison with the x chart for which all the
quantities (parameters, distributions) are specified. Nonetheless, for the sake of
robustness (and therefore in order to provide designs that can be applied to a
class of problems as wide as possible), we preferred to avoid assumptions; the
results show that there is almost no loss of performance even with respect to
the restricted (by assumptions) x chart, and even when its strong assumptions
are perfectly fulfilled. On the contrary, in situations where these assumptions
are not valid, the gain of performance of the nonparametric ESD can be very
high.
On the other side, we could have constructed a bound for β in the x chart in
order to make para- and nonparametric techniques more comparable. We would
have bounded β by 1−α in the x chart, relaxing the assumption on the shift but
holding the normality and known variance of the OC distribution assumptions.
This would definitely have led to better results for the new nonparametric charts
with respect to the x chart. However, since the results presented here are already
very good, we did not consider this comparison as relevant.
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Figure 2: Results for normal distribution.
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Figure 3: Results for Cauchy distribution.
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Figure 4: Results for double exponential distribution.
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8. Conclusions
In this work, we have applied the economic statistical design framework to
nonparametric control charts. To this end, we have developed bounds for the
type II error probability, i.e., the false negatives rate, that have been used within
the economic statistical design model. We implemented the optimization prob-
lem defining this model and used it to find the optimal design parameters of
nonparametric control charts. Later, we compared the behavior of parametric
and nonparametric economic statistical designs on different probability distri-
butions with different values of the distribution parameters.
The simulation results show that the economic statistical design of nonpara-
metric control charts compares favorably with traditional methods. The average
operating cost is roughly equal to the one obtained when parametric charts are
used. A main difference is that the statistical guarantees offered by the eco-
nomic statistical design are overall met with the nonparametric ESD, unlike the
parametric one. This is a strong superiority over parametric charts since statis-
tical guarantees are usually one of the most important criteria in the design of
control charts.
One of the main advantages of nonparametric economic statistical design
is that the optimal design parameters are completely independent from the
distribution type and from the parameters of the distribution. This renders the
approach very robust when compared to traditional parametric control charts.
This implies that a single efficient nonparametric design can generally be used
in most situations with statistical guarantees on the type I error probability.
As a consequence, a first recommendation is that ESD for nonparametric
charts can almost always be used (under the weak assumptions specified above)
and have most of the time equivalent or better properties than the ESD for x
charts. When the IC or OC quality characteristic distributions are not symmet-
ric, SN control charts outperform SR control charts. If the practical situation
enables to gather enough information to make the type II error more accurate,
it can be interesting to introduce it in the cost function instead of the bound
1−α but as seen in the simulations, the gain of performance is not expected to
be very important.
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Appendix A. Experimental results
This appendix reports the complete experimental results that we obtained
during our experiments. Each line of the experimental results tables corresponds
to an experimental configuration detailed in Table 1.
The following table summarizes the results tables appearing in this appendix




FP and FN rate
Simulation results
Exp. vs. true cost
Table # Page # Table # Page # Table # Page #
Normal A.4 28 A.5 29 A.6 30
Cauchy A.7 31 A.8 32 A.9 33
Double exponential A.10 34 A.11 35 A.12 36
The experimental procedure is split in two parts: the optimization part to
find the optimal parameters k, n, and h; and the simulation part where the
control chart is indeed implemented and used on a simulated process.
The results are presented in three different tables for each distribution type.
The first table gives the optimal values k∗, n∗, and h∗, found by the optimization
algorithm to minimize the expected cost of the model. The second table reports
the expected values of α and β corresponding to the optimal values (k∗, n∗, h∗),
and compares those values to the real false positives and false negatives rates
observed during the experiments. The third table shows the discrepancies be-
tween the expected cost predicted by the model for the current value of the
parameters and the truly experienced cost.
Additionally, we report some results where the in-control distribution is dif-
ferent from the out-of-control distribution. Those results are reported in Ta-
bles A.13-A.15. These tables should be read as the previous ones.
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